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MISSION
A strong, engaged and connected society serving the common good in Alberta.

VISION
To strengthen Alberta’s nonprofit/voluntary sector organizations through knowledge exchange
and strategic connections.

WORKSHOPS & PRESENTATIONS 2021

INTRODUCTION
Are you ready for a new approach to volunteer engagement?
Volunteer Alberta workshops help you develop the skills you need for effective volunteer management.
Through a wide variety of topics, you will gain a better understanding of how to recruit, retain, and
involve volunteers in your organization.
We offer workshops in the following subjects:
Volunteer engagement
Nonprofit (re)branding
Systems thinking
Contact the Volunteer Alberta team to book your next workshop or webinar:
programs@volunteeralberta.ab.ca
780.482.3300 ext. 108

PRICING

Some workshops and webinars may be subsidized through funding agreements
with the Government of Alberta.
Please contact Volunteer Alberta to discuss pricing.

VOLUNTEER
ENGAGEMENT
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21st Century People Engagement
The scope of volunteerism is changing. Today's
volunteers are looking for something different,
and nonprofit organizations need to be prepared
to adapt and respond to key trends in
volunteerism. Dive into the mindsets that inform
volunteer engagement and explore the underlying
structures, designs, trends, and patterns
influencing volunteerism.
This is an interactive session with guided
dialogue and facilitated activities. We share
current sector trends to create a comprehensive
picture of volunteer engagement & help you find
new approaches to your work.

OUTCOMES
Develop a deeper understanding of how
volunteerism is changing.
Understand the trends that are affecting and
influencing volunteerism in your community.
Learn about tools and resources for effective
volunteer engagement.
Learn how to create meaningful projects &
skills-based volunteer positions.
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Screening volunteers in. Not out.
Let's face it - effective volunteer screening
practices are the most important part of
volunteer engagement work. It is vital to the
success of your organization, and its mission, to
find the best people for your volunteer roles.
Implementing an effective screening and
engagement process is a daunting task. This
workshop will provide an overview of the
screening process and help you learn about
screening from a variety of different perspectives
- management, board, and the volunteer.

Overview of the nonprofit sector
Great for new volunteers or those new to the

OUTCOMES
Develop a deeper understanding of the
volunteer screening process and its players.
Learn about the important steps in the
screening process.
Identify ways to enhance screening practices
and policies within your organization.

nonprofit sector. This introductory workshop
provides an overview of the nonprofit voluntary
sector in Alberta.
Learn more civic engagement, the role of the
nonprofit sector in Alberta, some general
statistics about our contributions to the wellbeing of Alberta(ns), and how Volunteer Alberta
supports the sector.

OUTCOMES
Learn about the different types of civic
engagement (formal, informal, and
donations).
Develop a deeper understanding of the
Alberta nonprofit and voluntary sector.
Learn more about the work of Volunteer
Alberta and how we build sector capacity.
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SCREENING WEBINAR SERIES

Is a police information check the
only way?
Nonprofit organizations in Alberta request police
information checks, vulnerable sector checks, and
child intervention welfare checks from their
volunteers all the time, but are they only tools
you need in your repertoire?
Learn more about police checks and how you
might approach using them as part of your
volunteer screening process.

Volunteer position development
Volunteers are the lifeblood of nonprofits, but not
every organization considers what each volunteer
is capable of. Volunteers aren’t just an extra set
of hands – they are people with skills and history!
Thoughtful development, mutually beneficial
roles and positions can help volunteers feel
valued and engaged, while also strengthening
your volunteer screening process.

Developing policies and assessing
risk
Depending how your policies are developed, they
can be a nonprofit’s best friend or worst enemy.

Where to find volunteers?

Policies can help you prepare for difficult or

One of the top reasons Canadians don’t volunteer

complex situations. Developing comprehensive

is because they don’t know where to find

policies creates a strong foundation for a robust

opportunities. A lack of connection between

volunteer screening program.

organizations and their community members can
become a significant problem when trying to

Learn the basics of policy development and

recruit volunteers.

understand how to identify potential risks and
liabilities as it relates to volunteer screening.

Learn more about what strategies and platforms
could be used for finding volunteers and the ways
you may be able to leverage community
connections.
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SCREENING WEBINAR SERIES - CONTINUED

Volunteer recruitment and hiring

Volunteer (re)engagement

Your organization may know where to find

Despite their giving nature, volunteers become

potential volunteers, but how do you get them

overwhelmed and exhausted. Nonprofits often

involved in your work? Learn how to ask people

have a core group of volunteers; losing one

to volunteer and communicate the who, what,

member from that group has a significant impact

how, when, and why of a volunteer position.

on the organization.
Learn more about how a robust volunteer
screening program can keep your dedicated
volunteers engaged and interested.

On-boarding and welcoming
volunteers
Nobody likes to show up ready to volunteer, only
to end up feeling like they’re not really helping.
When volunteers show up, they want to feel like
they can perform their work effectively and make
an impact.
That’s why it’s so important to give your
volunteers the information they need at the
outset. Learn what might be required to get a
volunteer ready to work with your organization
and how to make them feel prepared and
comfortable.

NONPROFIT
BRANDING
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Organizational branding:
a nonprofit perspective
Are your considering rebranding your nonprofit?
You are not alone! For nonprofits, a rebrand
journey can range from creating a new logo and
website to changing the mission, vision, and
name of an organization.
The rebrand journey is challenging. In this
workshop, we share our rebrand experience and
share approaches, practices, and resources to
support your organization's brand or rebrand
process.

OUTCOMES
Translate the complicated world of
rebranding from the nonprofit perspective.
Learn the necessary steps to refine or
redefine your organization's brand.
Gain tools and insights to help you through
the rebrand process.

SYSTEMS
THINKING

Social Innovation: where are you in
the continuum?
21st century challenges demand 21st century
solutions! To address complex challenges,
organizations must be innovative in their
approach. Collaborative problem solving and codesigned solutions build a culture of innovation
and lay the groundwork for new possibilities.
In this introductory workshop, learn about the
social innovation journey from the Volunteer
Alberta example. This workshop shares a highlevel overview of social innovation from definition
to tools, and shares examples from Volunteer
Alberta on fostering an innovation mindset.

OUTCOMES
Learn Volunteer Alberta's working definition
of social innovation.
Learn some of the most common tools used
by social innovators.
Understand where you are on the social
innovation continuum and ways your
organization can foster an innovation
mindset.
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Understanding and applying social
innovation tools
Successful innovators are not afraid to try new or
different approaches to refining, adapting, or
creating new programs and services. A deeper
understanding of social innovation can lead to a
culture that thinks and acts differently to address
common and complex problems.
Building off our introductory workshop, Volunteer
Alberta will share more examples from our work,
including tools and resources you can apply in
your work to foster innovation.

OUTCOMES
Develop a deeper understanding of social
innovation tools and how to embed these in
your work.
Learn about what tools and resources are
available to support innovation in your work.
Learn more about how Volunteer Alberta can
support innovation in your community.

Volunteer screening & engagement:
a complex, adaptive challenge
Explore the big picture of volunteer screening and
engagement using a systems thinking model (the
iceberg). Dive deep into the mindsets that inform
volunteer screening and look at the underlying
structures, designs, trends and patterns that
inform screening in Alberta.
Through guided discussion and facilitated
discussion, learn about what is important in the
issues of volunteer screening and the intersection
of privary, participation, and protection.

OUTCOMES
Develop a deeper understanding of the
volunteer screening and engagement.
Learn about systems thinking approaches to
complex issues such as volunteer screening.
Identify ways to enhance screening practices
and advocate for effective screening
practices.

